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Introduction



The Effectiveness of 
Multimodality in Marketing 

through Social Media

Fathia Anggriani Pradina, S.S., M.Hum



In this digital era, communication can be done in several ways. It is not only from the writing words, but also
the design, image, font or even the illustration can give the meaning of the message. All of these aspects are
known as multimodality. As multimodality also known as the combination of multiple sensory and
communicative modes, one of the fields that used multimodality is in the field of marketing. Brands start to
involve influencer in social media to campaign their products. The influencers use speaking and writing
technique as well as visual media such as video or photo on their content. This technique is now believed to
make a lot of impact in consumer decision making. It leads us to the consumer behavior also. This research
shows in what term the multimodality is used and also shows the effectiveness of using multimodality in
marketing area. This research focuses on the language used by the influencer when they make content about a
brand. The researcher uses quantitative and qualitative method in the research.
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The method used by the researcher is quantitative and qualitative method. The
method is used to describe the analysis of consumer behavior towards the product
by looking form the content creators’ reviews. Besides, the quantitative method is
used to show how effective the review from content creators to the consumer
behavior. This research is used to describe how the content creators using social
media in doing marketing of a product to make their followers have the same
perspective of the product and leads to the consumer behavior. One of the other
aims of this research is to analyze the reasons why multimodality in this case words
and images can make a powerful branding in marketing field.

Research and Method



Discussion As we all know that in Indonesia there is 
one brand of instant noodle which has the 

best sell and become the top of mind 
instant noodle. Namely Indomie who has a 
lot of flavors becomes the most favorite 

instant noodles in Indonesia.

Not only from the flavor, but its image in 
the advertisement also gives another plus 

point to the brand.

This is one of the advertisement from Indomie
in Ramadhan and Idul Fitri month.

They eliminate the noodles from the plate as 
the symbol of fasting. On the other hand, they 

give back the noodle on the plate in Idul Fitri as 
the symbol of togetherness.



Influencer: Nexcarlos (Food Blogger)
Product Campaign: Mieghetti

In this advertisement, Nexcarlos uses several utterances just like “Hmm.. Mie-nya
lebih kental”, “Dagingnya menggoda banget”, “Gurih banget bumbunya jujur”, and 
“Uuunikmat!”. All these utterances is regarded as illocutionary acts as in expressive. 
It expresses on the speaker's attitudes and emotions towards the proposition. In 
this case, his review about Mieghetti that he is eating. His utterances is expected to 
attract his followers to try and buy Mieghetti as he does. It is also being more 
powerful by the picture that being displayed. It shows that Nexcarlos really enjoys 
his noodle and it looks really delicious.
Meanwhile, Indomie also gives another statement to ask their audience to try their 
newly product by saying “Nexcarlos aja udah nyobain yang uuuunikmat, kamu udah
belom?”



Conclusion
Linguistics and marketing are in the two different field. On the other hand, this can be very
interesting to be learned because it can be a multidisciplinary study. It takes models and findings
from pragmatics and semiotics as well as consumer behavior in marketing. This research can be
used in both linguistics and economics fields.

Theoretically, this study provides pragmatics and semiotics as the phenomenon in marketing. The
language used, which is studied in this research, is quite different from usual. The researcher tries
to involve the use of linguistics in marketing related to the consumer behavior. The language used
that used by the content creator is the main interest of this research because it reflects the
marketing technique that leads to the consumer behavior.

Practically, this study can contribute to language use in marketing as one of strategies that lead to
the consumer behavior. Consumer behavior is considered as parameter of the marketing of a
product. It is used to determine whether the content creators are succeed to make their followers
believe about the product or not.


